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Abstract
The high potential of additive manufacturing (AM) techniques offers novel opportunities and unexplored 

design freedom. However, typical internal defects and poor surface quality inherent to AM process not only 
cause a lower fatigue resistance, but also more scatter in fatigue data; thus, hindering adoption of AM to fatigue 
critical applications. This study investigates the effect of surface quality and sub-surface porosity on high cycle 
fatigue behavior of 17-4 precipitation hardening (PH) stainless steel (SS) fabricated using laser beam powder bed 
fusion (LB-PBF) process. Parts were fabricated in three conditions: net-shape (NS) specimens, oversized 
specimens, and cylindrical rods. The oversized specimens and cylindrical rods were, respectively, further shallow 
machined (SM) and deep machined (DM) to the dimensions and geometry of net-shape specimens. The 
population of defects was investigated via optical microscopy of polished sections, X-ray micro-CT scan analysis, 
and fractography of fracture surfaces after fatigue tests. The fatigue crack growth (FCG) properties were 
generated at three stress ratios of  to determine the Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram and 𝑅 = ―1, 0.1, 0.7
propagation curve. The polished sections showed the presence of large sub-surface, close-to-surface pores in 
the NS specimens, while SM and DM conditions had smaller and more uniformly distributed porosity. Critical 
defects detected on the fracture surfaces were small pores in machined specimens, and relatively large surface 
irregularities in NS specimens. Machining process, both in SM and DM conditions, enhanced the fatigue 
performance of the material as compared to that of NS condition. However, in terms of level of machining 
allowance, no further enhancement in fatigue performance was observed for DM specimens as compared to 
that of SM ones. Fatigue assessment for both net-shape and machined conditions was obtained performing FCG 
simulations based on the typical surface features and volumetric defects. Simulation results yielded correct 
estimates for both net-shape and machined specimens.

Keywords:

Laser beam powder bed fusion (LB-PBF); Defect; Surface roughness; Fatigue life prediction; Fatigue crack growth
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Nomenclature
initial crack depth𝑎𝑖

El-Haddad size parameter for cracks𝑎0

coefficients of NASGRO equation𝐶,𝑛,𝑝,𝑞
coefficients for FCG threshold determination𝐶th + , 𝐶th ―

depth of surface features𝑑
Newman coefficients for crack closure determination𝑓,𝐴0

fracture toughness𝐾𝑐

Nf Number of cycles to failure
applied load ratio𝑅
boundary correction factor for SIF calculation𝑌
constraint factor𝛼
stress rangeΔ𝜎
fatigue limit stress rangeΔ𝜎w

fatigue limit in the absence of defectsΔ𝜎w0

stress intensity factor rangeΔ𝐾
crack propagation  thresholdΔ𝐾th Δ𝐾
long cracks fatigue crack propagation  thresholdΔ𝐾th,lc Δ𝐾
effective Δ𝐾th,1 Δ𝐾th

Murakami’s defect size parameterarea
El-Haddad size parameter for defectsarea0

Acronyms:
AM additive manufacturing
CA condition A
CT computed tomography
DM deep machined
FCG fatigue crack growth
HCF high cycle fatigue
LB-PBF laser beam powder bed fusion
LEFM linear-elastic fracture mechanics
LEVD largest extreme value distribution
NS net-shape
OM optical microscopy
PH precipitation hardening
SEM scanning electron microscopy
SIF stress intensity factor
SM shallow machined
SS stainless steel
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1. Introduction 
The various advantages of additive manufacturing (AM) techniques (e.g. fabricating complex geometries, 

functional component, cost effectiveness, etc.) are counterbalanced by some drawbacks, which hinder simple 
and cost-effective design, and qualification of critical load-bearing parts. Yadollahi and Shamsaei [1] reviewed 
the challenges of AM processes focusing on their fatigue performance. Untrustworthiness and uncertainty often 
observed in fatigue performance of additively manufactured parts were highlighted as the dominant challenge 
against their widespread industrial adoption in fatigue critical applications. In this regard, they declared that 
process-structure-property-performance relationships of different AM processes and material systems must be 
established to overcome these challenges. 

Additively manufactured materials often show larger variability and lower repeatability as compared to 
the wrought counterparts due to two main criticalities of AM processes, i.e. volumetric defects and detrimental 
surface features caused by coarse surface finish [2,3]. The term “volumetric defect” refers to any process-
dependent defect that can arise in any region of the material volume fabricated. As the position of such defects 
is random [4–6], they can occur in the middle of the specimen or in proximity of the surface. On the contrary, 
the term “surface feature” includes any process-dependent defect that only occurs on the outer surface or 
beneath it. On this base, one of the main concerns is the fatigue strength assessment of additively manufactured 
materials. Previous investigations have shown that fatigue properties in the presence of volumetric defects can 
be obtained applying fracture mechanics models, i.e. the Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram for fatigue limit 
assessment [7–10] plus FCG simulations [11,12] or fatigue approaches [8,13–15] for finite life estimation. 
Recently, Torries et al. [16] overviewed factors affecting the fatigue life (e.g. surface roughness, volumetric 
defects, and microstructure) as well as incorporation of such factors with various fatigue modeling 
methodologies (i.e. microstructure- and defect-sensitive models) to predict fatigue life of additively 
manufactured parts. 

Regarding the surface condition, fatigue assessment is more complex due to strong influence of various 
process parameters (e.g., laser power, scanning speed, layer thickness, contouring strategy, build orientation) 
on the part’s surface roughness [10,17–22]. Even if roughness measurements are often adopted to evaluate the 
surface quality of AM parts, various studies have demonstrated that common average or peak-to-valley 
measurements are not enough to obtain a robust correlation with fatigue life [10,21,23–25]. In some cases, this 
is because of extensive porosity detected below the surface, especially when contouring strategies are 
performed on parts produced via LB-PBF and is more exacerbate in down-skin surfaces. In fact, this usually 
happens when parts are fabricated inclined with respect to the building direction and without supporting 
structures (see Figure 1), as the unmelted powder on which the down-skin surfaces are fabricated cannot 
dissipate heat as the wrought material [21]. Pegues et al. [19] investigated the surface roughness effect on the 
fatigue performance of LB-PBF Ti-6Al-4V fabricated at 45° (i.e. diagonal with regard to the building direction). 
They have observed inferior fatigue performance for the specimens possessing higher down-skin surface 
roughness as compared to the ones with lower down-skin surface roughness. This is because crack initiation is 
highly sensitive to the surface roughness and asperities, even when sub-surface pores are absent.

Three major approaches to consider the effects of net-shape surface condition are adopted in the 
literature: (i) the evaluation of the stress concentration induced by surface features [10,24,26–28]; (ii) estimating 
a fictitious (i.e. equivalent initial flaw size approach) crack representing the ‘as-built’ condition [14,29], and (iii) 
measuring the dimensions of surface features for applying ‘short crack’ fracture mechanics concepts [10,14]. If 
the adoption of crack concepts allows FCG calculations and it is essential for a structural assessment [30], the 
latter method has the advantage of allowing a competing-risk assessment of surface features and volumetric 
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defects in the Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram [7]. Such an analysis may be found critical in presence of severe 
volumetric defects, whose detrimental effects are competitive with surface notches [31] or surface roughness 
[1,32,33].

There have been some recent investigations on the mechanical properties of additively manufactured 
17-4 precipitation hardening (PH) stainless steel (SS). PH stainless steels are chromium and nickel containing 
steels providing high strength, toughness, and corrosion resistance, which 17-4 PH SS is one of the most well-
known grades of martensitic PH stainless steels. This material can exhibit a wide variety of strength and 
toughness properties due to precipitation hardening behavior activated by performing specific heat treatment 
procedures. As a result, 17-4 PH SS has been used in different industries such as aerospace, oil and petroleum, 
power plants, etc. 

Nezhadfar et al. [34] studied the synergistic effects of surface condition and heat treatment on the 
fatigue behavior of LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS. They showed that solution heat treatment (i.e. condition A (CA)) prior 
aging, regardless of the surface condition, enhances the fatigue performance due to the formation of more 
homogenous microstructure in LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS. The effect of build orientation on the fatigue performance of 
LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS has been also investigated in [35] and a higher fatigue resistance for horizontally fabricated 
specimens as compared to the ones fabricated vertically is reported. This behavior has been attributed to the 
orientation of inter-layer defects with respect to the loading direction. In addition, the fatigue crack growth (FCG) 
behavior of LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS was found to be significantly influenced by heat treatment. Abnormal FCG 
behavior was observed to depend on the building orientation for non-homogenous microstructure with 
columnar grains. However, the building orientation was found not to affect the FCG behavior in homogenous 
microstructure [36]. 

Although various studies investigated the effect of surface machining on the fatigue performance of 
additively manufactured 17-4 PH SS, the effect of machining depth on the fatigue behavior has not been 
investigated. It is essential to understand how to improve the surface condition and how deep such treatments 
shall go to avoid any detrimental effect of sub-surface, close-to-surface defects on the fatigue behavior of LB-
PBF 17-4 PH SS. At the same time, robust non-destructive inspection methodologies must be selected and 
standardized. Therefore, the present study aims to thoroughly evaluate the effect of surface features and sub-
surface defects on the fatigue resistance of LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS by removing different depths of material via 
machining, and to suggest a simple but effective fatigue strength and life estimation methodology, extendable 
to other AM processes and material systems.
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Figure 1. Typical sub-surface features in net-shape parts: (a) sub-surface porosity generated by the LB-PBF 
process in net-shape or machined specimens (adapted from [1]); (b) sub-surface porosity in the down-skin region 
of an inclined AlSi10Mg part produced without supports (adapted from [7]).
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2. Material and experiments

2.1. Material and specimen fabrication

Argon atomized 17-4 PH SS powder with the chemical composition listed in Table 1 was used to fabricate 
specimens. The particle size distribution was reported to be within the range of 15-45 µm by the manufacturer, 
LPW Technology Inc.

Table 1. Chemical composition of 17-4 PH SS provided by LPW Technology Inc.
C Cr Ni Cu Mn Si Nb Mo N O P S Fe

(Wt. %) 0.01 15.60 4.03 3.89 0.24 0.29 0.33 <0.01 0.01 0.05 0.004 0.003 Bal.

Specimens were fabricated in the vertical orientation using EOS M290 machine. Fabrication of all the 
specimens were carried out under nitrogen (N2) shielding gas using process parameters listed in Table 2 
suggested by EOS.  In addition, a post-contour was applied in the fabrication process with the speed of 400 mm/s, 
power of 160 W, and width of 80 µm. 

Table 2. LB-PBF process parameters for 17-4 PH SS recommended by EOS.
Laser Power (W) Scanning speed (mm/s) Hatching space (µm) Layer thickness (µm)

220 755.5 100 40

The build layout is shown in Figure 2, which consisted of 10 net-shape (NS) fatigue specimens, 10 
oversized parts to be further machined to final dimensions of fatigue specimens, and 8 FCG specimens. 
Dimensions for fatigue specimens before and after machining are provided in Figure 3a.

Figure 2. LB-PBF build layout, showing net-shape (NS), oversize, and cylindrical specimens for fatigue testing as 
well as parallelepiped specimens for FCG testing.

Ten specimens were directly manufactured to the net-shape (NS) geometry, 5 parts were fabricated 
oversize, and 5 parts were cylindrical. The oversize and cylindrical parts were further machined to the same 
geometry as NS ones, which is highlighted in Figure 3a in red. Accordingly, by having different machining 
allowance in the gage section (i.e. shallow machining (SM) for oversize and deep machining (DM) for cylindrical 
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parts), it could be evaluated whether a relatively small material removal from the surface could be enough to 
eliminate any detrimental effects of surface roughness and sub-surface, close-to-surface pores. For the SM 
group, the machining allowance was an overall reduction of 1 mm in the gauge diameter (i.e. 0.5 mm surface 
removal), while there was an overall reduction of 3 mm (i.e. 1.5 mm surface removal) in the gage diameter of 
DM ones.

Eight single-edge bending geometries for FCG specimens were machined out of 110 mm x 26 mm x 11 mm 
parallelepipeds. The final geometry of these specimens is depicted in Figure 3b. A 100 μm-thick micro-notch was 
introduced in the center of these specimens by electro-discharge machining (EDM) to promote crack initiation 
with limited stress concentration effects (see detail A in Figure 3b). 

All specimens were subjected to the CA-H1025 heat treatment procedure proposed as an appropriate 
heat treatment for the LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS [34]. This heat treatment procedure consists of two steps; first, solution 
heat treating (i.e. Condition A (CA)) at 1050 °C for half an hour followed by air cooling to the room temperature. 
Second, heat treating at 552 °C for four hours followed by air cooling to room temperature. All the heat treatment 
procedures were performed in an inert atmosphere of Ar. For this condition, an ultimate tensile stress of 1167 
MPa, a yield stress of 1140 MPa, and a true fracture strain of 0.30 are expected for CA-H1025 LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS 
[37].

Surface roughness measurements were performed in the gauge volume of NS specimens along the axial 
direction. The results summarized in Table 3 refer to one of the specimens investigated, while equivalent results 
were obtained on the other specimens. The surface roughness was evaluated onto 4 evaluation lengths of 10 
mm in terms of Ra (arithmetical mean roughness), Rz (maximum height), Rp (maximum profile peak height), Rv 
(maximum profile valley depth), and Rt (total height).

Table 3. Surface roughness measurements according to ISO 4288:1996 [38]. Ra and Rz values are averaged on the four evaluation 
lengths, while minimum and maximum values are reported for Rp, Rv, and Rt.

Ra (µm) Rz (µm) Rp (µm) Rv (µm) Rt (µm)
7.2 87.6 24.6-47.3 49.6-59.4 79.9-96.9
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Figure 3. Drawing of specimens: (a) uniaxial fatigue according to ASTM E466 [39], geometries before machining 
(in black) and after machining (in red); (b) single-edge bending (SE(B)) FCG after machining according to BS ISO 
12108 [40].

2.1.1. Microstructure

Figure 4(a) and (b) depict the microstructures of the NS specimens on the plane of perpendicular to the 
build direction in the non-heat treated and the heat treated conditions. The contour layer is observed in non-
heat treated condition, which is composed of fine equiaxed grains (Figure 4(a)). However, it can be seen in Figure 
4(b) the microstructure is homogenized after performing the CA-H1025 heat treatment. Accordingly, due to the 
microstructure homogenization obtained after performing CA-H1025 heat treatment, no significant differences 
are expected among the three NS, SM, and DM conditions,  as seen in Figure 4(c)-(e), respectively. Therefore, 
the effect of microstructure on the fatigue performance of the material in three different conditions (i.e. NS, SM, 
and DM) is eliminated to study the effect of sub-surface pores as well as surface roughness.
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Figure 4: Overview of microstructures before and after CA-H1025 heat treatment.

2.2. Porosity measurements

2.2.1. X-ray micro-CT

X-ray micro-CT was performed with a commercial machine in microfocus tube mode. The main 
parameters adopted for the analysis are reported in Table 4.

Table 4. Parameters adopted for X-ray micro-CT analyses.

Resolution 
(µm)

Voltage 
(kV)

Intensity of 
current (µA)

Focus-object 
distance (mm)

Focus-detector 
distance (mm)

Number of 
projections

Integration 
time (s)

21 200 200 120 800 1440 1.50

2.2.2. Polished section

Specimens from each condition (NS, SM, and DM) were cut transversely in the gauge length section (i.e. 
parallel to the building direction), cold mounted, and the surfaces were prepared for metallography. Specimens 
were progressively ground using different grit sandpapers (320-2500), and eventually polished to a mirror-like 
surface using 0.05 μm MasterPrep Alumina solution on a ChemoMet pad. A Keyence VHX-6000 digital 
microscope was used to observe and measure the porosity size and distribution using differential contrasts 
method. Specimens were progressively polished, the porosity size and distribution were analyzed in different 
depths, and eventually the average values were obtained. 

2.3.Fatigue testing and fractography
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Axial fatigue tests were performed using an axial Rumul resonance machine Testronic applying frequency 
of 80 Hz. Fatigue specimen geometry and dimensions are provided in Figure 3a. Specimens were tested in the 
high cycle fatigue (HCF) regime to evaluate lives above 105 cycles and the fatigue limit region. The run-out level 
was set to 107 cycles. The tests were stopped when a variation in the applied frequency was measured above 2 
Hz, which is caused by a decreased stiffness of the specimen. When this happened, a crack was always visible in 
the gauge region and the specimen was considered failed. The specimens that survived 107 cycles were re-tested 
at larger stress levels after verifying that no visible damage had occurred.

Regarding FCG testing, three specimens were pre-cracked in compression for 6 x 106 cycles on an axial 
Rumul Testronic resonance machine. A frequency of 80 Hz was adopted with a stress ratio of . The 𝑅 = 10
specimen geometry is depicted in Figure 3b. The aim of this step is to introduce a closure-free pre-crack, which 
allows starting the FCG tests applying relatively small loads. The length of the pre-cracks was measured using the 
optical microscope on the two sides and resulted symmetric with a length of 80±20 μm. After compression pre-
cracking, fractomat krak gages were applied on the two sides of the specimens to measure crack growth. Four-
point bending tests were then performed on a Rumul Cracktronic resonance test rig and consisted in a short 
crack stabilization with constant amplitude load, followed by a -decreasing test. Three tests were performed Δ𝐾
to investigate the material response at three stress ratios, i.e. ,  and . After determining 𝑅 = 0.7 𝑅 = 0.1 𝑅 = ―1 Δ

, the tests performed at positive stress ratios were continued applying a constant amplitude moment to 𝐾th,lc

evaluate the crack growth rate in the Paris region.

 To determine the major cause of the fatigue failure, i.e. the feature from which the fatigue crack was 
originated, fractography analysis was performed on all fracture surfaces via Keyence VHX-6000 digital 
microscope and scanning electron microscope Zeiss EVO 50. The size of such features was then measured 
utilizing  parameter [41].area
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3. Experimental results

3.1. X-ray micro-CT

Defect analysis was performed on all specimens using VG Studio Max software using recommended 
settings. No pore was detected with enough confidence to state no false positive results were obtained. The 
same output was obtained by manually changing the parameters of the defect analysis. However, a few sub-
surface spherical pores were detected looking at the reconstructions of the NS specimens. The dimension of such 
pores, shown in Figure 5, was estimated to be approximately 80 μm in diameter or 70 μm in terms of . area
However, no defects were detected in SM and DM specimens.

Figure 5. Example of sub-surface, and close-to-surface pores detected via X-ray micro-CT. The arrows show its 
position in (a) radial and (b) longitudinal directions.

3.2. Analysis of polished sections

The analysis of polished sections in the gage section of specimens shown in Figure 6 highlighted the 
presence of relatively large sub-surface pores in NS specimens. The largest pore size measured had a  of area
55 μm (see Figure 6a). It is worth noting that only the polished area close to the periphery surface of specimens 
are shown herein, however, the porosity analysis is carried out for the thorough area in the gage section. Figure 
6b shows the polished section of a machined specimen. It was found out that removing the surface by 0.5 mm 
(i.e. in the case of SM specimens) would eliminate the large pores close to the surface. Similarly, no large pores 
were found close to the surface of the DM specimens due to deeper machining.

The largest pore measured through 2D analysis (i.e. 55 μm) is slightly smaller than the findings of X-ray micro CT 
and fracture surfaces in NS specimens (i.e. 60-80 μm). This is due to the fact that the size of the largest and most 
critical defect depends on the volume of material investigated [4,25]. Analyzing a large amount of material is 
simple adopting a 3-D technique as X-ray micro CT (the specimen gage volume plus grips were investigated in a 
unique scan), while a large experimental effort is needed to investigate similar volume via 2-D measurement 
methods as the analysis of polished sections [25]. Regarding the analysis of fracture surfaces, fatigue testing is 
another simple way of investigating large material volumes with limited effort, as fatigue failure is naturally 
caused by the largest defect in the gage volume [41]. A further limitation of polished sections is that pores are 
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more likely sliced not in the middle of the cross-section, which causes a systematic underestimation of the defect 
size. 

Figure 7 shows the distributions of pores for the three conditions, which were measured analyzing a 
polished area of approximately 40 mm2 and setting a lower bound for the pore size to 10 μm to take into account 
in analysis. The defect density (i.e., the number of defects per unit volume) is minimum for SM specimens (7 
defects/mm2), while the increase of cross section of DM specimens appears to promote the formation of more 
pores (22 defects/mm2). A defect density of 14 defects/mm2 was registered in NS specimens. It has been shown 
that the porosity size and distribution will be influenced by the part geometry [42]. As the difference in cross 
section is small with respect to the SM geometry, not much variation in porosity level are expected. However, 
the reason for this increment appears to be the larger concentration of pores in proximity of the outer surface, 
which was machined away in the SM specimens (see Figure 6a). Despite the differences in the defect density, 
the three defect distributions appear to be consistent among each other, as the average defect size resulted in 
the range 14 μm to 15 μm. Note that the number of large critical pores was very small, as only two pores larger 
than 30 μm were detected, however, both in the proximity of the surface in the NS specimens.

In addition to such pores, the NS surface condition also contains deep valleys due to the surface 
roughness, which can introduce stress concentrations and negatively affect the fatigue performance of the 
material [10,17,26,43]. For the present material, the maximum valley depth measured on the polished sections 
was approximately 65 μm (see Figure 6a).

As was mentioned earlier, the large sub-surface pores were all removed by machining in both SM and 
DM specimens, while the size and number of remaining pores in both machined conditions (see Figure 6b) were 
similar to those found in NS specimens. This demonstrates that removing the outer layers of material allowed 
obtaining a stable and repeatable quality despite the difference in the three geometries fabricated. Considering 
machined conditions, the analysis of polished sections resulted consistent with the crack initiating pores found 
on the fracture surfaces, as the largest pores detected were within the same range of approximately 22-26 μm 
(i.e. ) reported in Sec. 3.4.area
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Figure 6. Examples of polished sections for: (a) NS; and (b) SM specimens (similar results were obtained for DM 
specimens); (c) detail of roughness profile for NS condition.
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Figure 7. Porosity size distribution obtained from polished sections.

3.3. FCG tests

Table 5 reports the FCG threshold for long cracks ( ) determined via -decreasing FCG tests.Δ𝐾th,lc Δ𝐾

Table 5. Results of the FCG tests performed (crack growth rates in mm/cycle,  in MPa m0.5).𝛥𝐾
𝑅 0.7 0.1 -1

 (MPa m0.5)Δ𝐾th,lc 2.47 4.06 7.27

The FCG behavior was described by standard fracture mechanics approaches using the NASGRO software 
v8.2 [44]. Crack closure effects were accounted via the Newman’s opening function ( ) [45] adopting the 𝑓
predefined settings, i.e. a constraint factor of  for crack propagation and  for the threshold region, 𝛼 = 2.5 𝛼 = 2
and a constant value of 0.3 for the ratio between the maximum stress and the flow stress. The dependence of Δ

 on the stress ratio was described using Eqns. 1 and 2:𝐾th

 for  andΔ𝐾th = Δ𝐾th,1 [1 ― 𝑅
1 ― 𝑓](1 + 𝑅 𝐶th + )

/(1 ― 𝐴0)(1 ― 𝑅) 𝐶th + 𝑅 ≥ 0 (1)

 for ,Δ𝐾th = Δ𝐾th,1 [1 ― 𝑅
1 ― 𝑓](1 + 𝑅 𝐶th ― )

/(1 ― 𝐴0)(𝐶th + ― 𝑅 𝐶th ― ) 𝑅 < 0 (2)

where  is the effective FCG threshold,  can be determined via the Newman model for crack closure, and Δ𝐾th,1 𝐴0

the coefficients  and  can be determined via best-fit to the experimental threshold data.𝐶th + 𝐶th ―

Fatigue crack growth at different propagation regimes was described by fitting a NASGRO equation on the 
experimental data to determine the four parameters :(𝐶, 𝑛, 𝑝, 𝑞)

𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑁 = 𝐶[(1 ― 𝑓

1 ― 𝑅)Δ𝐾]𝑛(1 ―
Δ𝐾th

Δ𝐾 )
𝑝

(1 ―
𝐾max

𝐾𝑐 )𝑞 (3)
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Table 6 reports the values of all the parameters obtained from simulations. As no fracture toughness ( ) data 𝐾𝑐

was available, no unstable propagation was considered by setting . The best fit obtained is depicted in 𝑞 = 0
Figure 8.

Table 6. Parameters of the NASGRO equation fitted on the experimental data (  in MPa m0.5, crack 𝛥𝐾
propagation rate in mm/cycle).

𝐶 𝑛 𝑝 𝑞 Δ𝐾1 𝐶th + 𝐶th ―

2.63 10 ―6 2.94 0.50 0 67.77 0.67 0.00

Figure 8. NASGRO fit to the experimental FCG data obtained via NASGRO software.

3.4. Fatigue tests

Figure 9 depicts stress-life fatigue data of the three batches (i.e. NS, SM, and DM conditions). For 
comparison, fatigue results of LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS fabricated under Ar shielding gas adopted from [34] are also 
included in this figure as Ref. NS and Machined. It is worth mentioning that reference specimens were subjected 
to the same heat treatment procedure (i.e. CA-H1025).
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Figure 9. Stress-life fatigue data representing the effect of machining allowance on the fatigue performance of 
LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS and their comparison with data adopted from [34]. The dotted blue lines represent the 95% 
scatter band of the experimental data for NS specimens.

The machined specimens investigated in this study yielded slightly longer fatigue lives than the reference 
data (from specimens fabricated in Ar environment), while slightly shorter lives were recorded for NS specimens 
fabricated in N2 environment for this study. Moreover, regardless of surface condition, more experimental 
variability was observed in N2 data than the Ar data adopted from the previous investigation [34]. Both shallow-
machining and deep-machining resulted in specimens to exhibit a nearly constant improvement of 200-300 MPa 
in the HCF region as compared to the NS specimens. A non-negligible scattering is evident throughout all the S-
N datasets. Most of the experimental variability in additively manufactured materials is usually caused by defects. 
Therefore, there is a need to capture the effect of internal and surface defects on the fatigue strength and life 
by applying a damage-tolerant approach capable of considering short cracks effects, i.e. Kitagawa-Takahashi 
diagram [46].

The fatigue limit for the NS condition was evaluated performing a staircase test procedure with a 25 MPa 
step. According to the Dixon and Mood method [47], the fatigue strength of the NS specimens at 5x106 cycles 
found to be 221 MPa, with a coefficient of variation of 4.5%. The fatigue data were fitted according to ASTM 
E739 [48]. The scatter of the data points was evaluated accordingly and resulted  for machined 𝜎logN = 0.258
specimens and  for NS specimens. This value is in line with the results obtained in Ref. [11] for 𝜎logN = 0.257
AlSi10Mg and it is consistent (considering that the data of different batches were included) with the indication 
of DVNGL-RP-C210 [49] that mentions  for welded components.𝜎logN = 0.2

3.5. Analysis of fracture surfaces

Figure 10a shows the typical fracture surface of NS fatigue specimens investigated via scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM). The failure occurred in correspondence of loose powder (i.e. partially fused) particles and 
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inhomogeneous regions along the outer layer of the specimens, similar to those reported by Ngnekou et al. [43] 
for NS AlSi10Mg. The coarse surface quality acts as a long and shallow crack having a depth of around 60-80 μm, 
i.e. similar to the width of the post-contour and maximum valley depth (see Sec. 3.2), and semi-length on the 
surface around 350-450 μm. In one case, presence of a sub-surface pore with a diameter of 67 μm right below 
this outer layer has probably increased the detrimental effects of surface roughness [26,50] (see Figure 10b). 
The size and position of this pore is consistent with those detected via X-ray micro-CT scan (see Figure 5). Finally, 
the NS specimen tested at a maximum stress of 400 MPa (see Figure 9) experienced multiple crack initiation 
sites, which is probably the reason why it has tolerated less cycles than expected.

Figure 10. Examples of typical fracture surfaces for the NS condition: (a) a specimen fractured after 6.22x105 
cycles subjected to a stress amplitude of 250 MPa; and (b) a specimen fractured after 7.42x105 cycles subjected 
to a stress amplitude of 300 MPa showing a sub-surface pore with 65 μm diameter.

Examples of typical fracture surfaces of machined specimens are depicted in Figure 11. In all cases, a 
surface or sub-surface, but very close to surface, spherical pore was found to be responsible for the crack 
initiation. The dimension of critical pores was seen to be consistent throughout all the machined specimens, with 
diameters within the range of 20 – 30 μm. This size is consistent with the findings of Carneiro et al. [51] for a 
similar material fabricated by LB-PBF in Ar  environment.

Empirical relationships were adopted to evaluate the effective defect size for sub-surface pores. 
According to Murakami [41], the stress intensity factor (SIF) for a sub-surface defect can be correctly evaluated 
by measuring its  considering also the ligament between the defect and the outer surface (as depicted in area
Figure 11b).
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Figure 11. Examples of typical fracture surfaces for the machined conditions: (a) a SM specimen fractured after 
2.33x105 cycles subjected to a stress amplitude of 600 MPa; and (b) a DM specimen fractured after 3.42x105 
cycles subjected to a stress amplitude of 700 MPa.
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4. Discussion on experimental results and fatigue life prediction
The investigations performed have demonstrated the important reduction in fatigue strength for NS 

specimens caused by the presence of deep valleys due to their coarse surface finish. At the same time, failure in 
some NS specimens was influenced by few large pores (approximately 80 µm in diameter) having the center of 
gravity at 80-100 µm depth from the outer surface. Since the volumetric defects and surface roughness 
hypothetically behave as short cracks, modelling the competition between such defects requires utilizing a 
fracture mechanics approach. Under the commonly adopted hypothesis that both defect types behave as short 
cracks, the fatigue limit corresponds to the threshold condition for cracks/defects. Adopting Murakami’s 
formulation, the SIF of a defect can be evaluated as

,Δ𝐾 = 𝑌 Δ𝜎 𝜋 area (4)

where  is the applied stress range., while the boundary correction factor is set to  for surface defects Δ𝜎 𝑌 = 0.65
and  for internal defects.𝑌 = 0.5

In the case of volumetric defects, the initial size of the crack is considered simply as the  of the area
projected defect one the loading plane [41]. However, presence of surface valleys entangles determination of 
defect size. Knowing the depth, , of such features, a conservative estimate of the size can be obtained by the 𝑑
empirical relation

,areaNS≅𝑑 10 (5)

which is valid for shallow 2D cracks and surface roughness [41,52]. Accordingly, the initial crack size for NS 
specimens was estimated to be approximately  µm, considering the measured depth to be within the 190 ― 250
range of 60-80 µm (see Figure 10). This range of dimensions is comparable to the depth of the maximum 
measured surface valley, which controls the fatigue strength of machined surfaces [52] and has been successfully 
adopted for ‘as-built’ surfaces [53,54].

Being considerably larger than the dimension of sub-surface pores, this size estimate agrees with the 
experimental evidence of most severe effect of surface-related features on the fatigue behavior of NS specimens.

4.1 Kitagawa diagram
The effect of short cracks on the fatigue limit was evaluated in the Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram described 

via the El-Haddad model [55] adopting the  parameter [7]:area

.Δ𝜎𝑤 = Δ𝜎𝑤0 
area0

area0 + area (6)

The El-Haddad size parameter for fully-reversed loading ( ) was defined asarea0

 µm,area0 =
1
𝜋( Δ𝐾th,lc

𝑌 Δ𝜎w0)
2

= 9 (7)

where  is Murakami’s boundary correction factor for surface defects,  MPa m0.5 is the long 𝑌 = 0.65 Δ𝐾th,lc = 7.27
cracks propagation threshold (see Table 5), while the estimate of the fatigue limit in the absence of defects was 
evaluated as the stress value corresponding to a plastic deformation of 0.05% in the stabilized cyclic curve [56]. 
As no data on the cyclic behavior with extensive plastic deformation were available for the material under 
investigation, a value  MPa was evaluated from the monotonic curve [34]. This is expected to be a Δ𝜎𝑤0 = 2130
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slightly conservative assumption, as the same material subjected to similar heat treatment (i.e. CA-H900) was 
seen to experience cyclic hardening [35], which is a common behavior of stainless steels.

Figure 12a shows the Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram reporting the experimental points of the specimens 
tested in the three conditions, i.e. NS, SM, and DM. The model yields correct results, as all failures except for one 
NS specimen lay above the El-Haddad line, and all run-outs lay below. Considering the NS condition, the simple 
defect size estimation by Eq. (5) resulted in an effective description of the stress range limit. Note that a simple 
assessment based on LEFM yields correct estimates for defect sizes larger than 100 µm (i.e., for the present 
material in the NS condition). On the contrary, an LEFM-based assessment for a similar defect size would provide 
non-conservative estimates of the limit stress or SIF range when investigating other materials (e.g., AlSi10Mg 
[7,11], Ti-6Al-4V [7,57], and In718 [8]). This is because high-strength materials are more sensitive to defects, 
which means that even defects with smaller size can affect the fatigue strength.

When cracks (or defects) are present inside the material, the concept of fatigue limit ( ) is equivalent Δ𝜎w

to that of crack propagation threshold ( ). In fact, the material experiences infinite fatigue life when the most Δ𝐾th

critical crack does not have enough energy to start propagating. Substituting the El-Haddad model from Eq. (6) 
inside Eq. (4), the Kitagawa diagram can also be depicted in terms of SIF threshold (see Figure 12b) as

.Δ𝐾th = Δ𝐾th,lc 
area

area0 + area (8)

Figure 12. Kitagawa diagram in terms of (a) stress, and (b) SIF range.

4.2 FCG simulations
NASGRO v8.2 [44] was used in this study to simulate the elastic FCG behavior for all fatigue tests. The 

crack case selected was semi-elliptical surface crack in solid cylinder (SC07) subjected to uniaxial fully-reversed 
loading. For every specimen tested in both NS and machined conditions, the initial crack size was defined so that 
its area was equivalent to that of the critical feature detected on the fracture surface. Considering a semi-circular 
crack, such equivalence is expressed as

ai = 2/𝜋 area, (9)

where  is the initial depth of the surface crack considered in NASGRO.𝑎𝑖
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A user-defined material was created based on the static and FCG data obtained. The NASGRO equation 
(Eq. (3)) was adopted to evaluate the FCG rate, whose parameters were obtained by best-fit of experimental 
data (see Table 6). NASGRO automatically stopped the simulation when the net-section stress (i.e., the stress 
applied to the remaining uncracked section) exceeded the flow stress, which in NASGRO is defined as the 
arithmetical average between the yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength. The FCG threshold for short 
cracks was obtained from that of long cracks according to the Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram determined in Sec. 
4.1. This was done using the NASGRO software, which adopts the same El-Haddad formulation by calculating Δ

 in Eqs. (1) and (2) according to Eq. (8). The El-Haddad parameter was re-calculated using Eq. (9) from the 𝐾th,1
 value determined in Sec. 4.1 and resulted in  μm. area0 𝑎0 = 7

A lower bound fatigue life assessment was determined by considering an initial crack having the same 
area of the largest defect measured on the fracture surface, i.e. a crack depth  μm for SM and DM 𝑎𝑖 = 29
conditions and  μm for NS specimens. The results obtained are depicted in Figure 13 in terms of number 𝑎𝑖 = 180
of cycles to failure and compared with the experimental fatigue stress-life fatigue data. The life assessment 
resulted appropriate in all cases except for one NS specimen that experienced multiple crack initiation sites. 

Figure 13. Comparison of experimental stress-life fatigue data and the conservative fatigue curve predicted 
based on the most severe defect expected in the material. FCG simulations were performed using NASGRO.

4.3 Final remarks

The analyses performed in this study have demonstrated the applicability of fracture mechanics methods 
for the estimation of fatigue strength and finite life of 17-4 PH SS produced by LB-PBF. According to this approach, 
the problem of determining the endurance limit or fatigue life for AM materials becomes the ability to determine 
the type, size, and location of the most critical defect. As in most cases fatigue failure of AM parts originates from 
surface or subsurface regions, surface treatments or machining can be adopted to remove or mitigate the effect 
of detrimental defects. Therefore, the choice of the best surface treatment or machining allowance is 
subordinate to the understanding of the failure mode of the material in the particular condition.

When fatigue specimens are available, the size and type of the critical feature, although destructively, 
can be directly identified from the fracture surface analysis. Considering materials in machined conditions or 
subjected to beneficial surface treatments, the failure is driven by volumetric defects. The size of these defects 
can be determined via deterministic non-destructive evaluation of the particular specimen under investigation 
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or via statistical approaches suitable for estimating the critical defect size based on the average quality of the 
batch (i.e., approaches based on statistics of extremes [4]).

In general, surface features and volumetric defects compete on initiating the fatigue crack, and 
therefore, their criticality should be evaluated against each other. An effective estimation of the size of critical 
surface features for NS specimens was obtained by measuring the size of the deepest valley on polished sections 
(see Figure 6c) and considering this size as the depth of a shallow crack. A simpler and more conservative 
assessment of the depth of such surface cracks can also be evaluated considering a worst-case scenario in which 
the depth of the 2D surface crack can be evaluated as the width of the contour layer, i.e. 80 µm. Figure 14 shows 
a simplified schematic of geometric surface inaccuracies generated during the process as well as the position of 
sub-surface porosity with respect to the contour layer. 

Figure 14. Simplified schematic of geometric inaccuracy and sub-surface porosity created by contouring strategy.

Considering this size plus the dimension of large sub-surface pores, it can be estimated that both 
detrimental features can be eliminated by removing at least 150-200 µm by machining or other processes (e.g., 
chemical or electrochemical milling, hirtisation). In fact, no failures caused by such features were recorded in 
either the SM (500 µm machining allowance) or in the DM (3000 µm machining allowance) specimens. In these 
conditions, cracks originated from smaller volumetric defects that accidentally fell close to the surface after 
machining the external surface. Similar considerations should be given to the significant depth to be attained via 
other post-processing surface treatments aimed at decreasing the depth of the valleys and introducing 
compressive residual stresses (e.g., shot peening, vibratory polishing) [58,59].

A direct consequence of post-processing the surface or machining for a depth of 150 µm is that 
contouring strategy becomes ineffective and loses its meaning, i.e. reducing surface roughness for NS parts. In 
this regard, using layer parameters optimized for reducing defects as those adopted in the rest of the specimen 
is expected to reduce the risk of creating large volumetric defects beneath the surface as those depicted in Figure 
1. Moreover, removing the contouring step during specimen fabrication would also guarantee more 
homogeneous cooling rates during the LB-PBF process, which could avoid introducing a sudden change in the 
grain size and orientation at the boundary between the two melting strategies [5].

Adopting Eq. (5), the assumption of considering the depth of a 2D shallow crack in the NS condition equal 
to the width of the contour layer (i.e. 80 µm) yields a critical defect size of 250 µm.

The size of the critical defects measured on the fracture surfaces of the NS specimens were interpolated 
described using a largest extreme value distribution (LEVD), as it is usually done for defects at the fracture origin 
[41,60], which is depicted in Figure 15. The simple assumption based on the contour width proposed provides a 
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conservative estimate of the maximum defect size for the NS condition, which can be used for preliminary fatigue 
strength assessment in the Kitagawa diagram or fatigue life assessment by FCG simulations and allows obtaining 
a conservative design curve. It is also worth remarking that the prospective distribution of fatigue life and 
strength can be estimated via theoretical Weibull-based models [61,62] or via computational models [63–65].

Figure 15. LEVD of experimental surface feature size for NS condition compared to the conservative estimate 
obtained via Eq. (5).
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5 Conclusions
The fatigue and FCG properties of LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS subjected to CA-H1025 heat treatment procedure 

were investigated. Net-shape (NS) as well as shallow and deep machined (SM and DM) fatigue specimens were 
considered to study the effect of surface machining including the depth of machining on the fatigue behavior of 
the material. The material was characterized for porosity size and distribution non-destructively via X-ray micro-
CT, as well as destructively via analysis of polished sections, and fractography. Based on the results obtained, the 
following conclusions are drawn:

1. Shallow surface cracks due to the surface roughness were found to be responsible for the low fatigue 
resistance of net-shape LB-PBF 17-4 PH SS specimens. In contrast, cracks were initiated from sub-surface 
pores with the size of 20-30 μm in the machined specimens.

2. Significant improvement of HCF properties was obtained after machining (200-300 MPa increase in the 
fatigue strength). However, no evident improvements in fatigue performance were seen by increasing the 
machining allowance from 0.5 mm to 3 mm owing to the layer of surface flaws/asperities.

3. The Kitagawa diagram described in terms of  parameter evaluated the effect of both surface flaws and area
volumetric defects on fatigue strength, which showed an appropriate agreement with FCG tests results.

4. Although the typical pore size was characterized to be relatively small in machined specimens (around 20 
μm, i.e., much smaller than the ones in net-shape specimens), these pores had a detrimental effect on the 
fatigue properties of the material. This is attributed to the increased strength of the material after CA-H1025 
heat treatment, which increased the sensitivity to the presence of defects.

5. Characterizing the critical pores/defects by means of analyzing polished sections and fractography was found 
to be more efficient than by state-of-the-art X-ray micro-CT.

6. Fatigue life assessment by FCG simulations yielded correct estimates for both net-shape and machined 
specimens. In addition, using a simple evaluation, the detrimental effects of surface roughness on fatigue 
performance were proposed to be prevented by removing a surface depth of approximately 200 μm.
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Highlights:

 Fatigue of laser powder bed fused 17-4 PH stainless steel is investigated.
 Effects of net-shape condition and machining allowance are examined.
 Material is characterized via destructive and non-destructive investigations.
 A fracture mechanics-based approach is employed to explain the fatigue results.
 How to remove surface effects by machining or post-treatment is discussed.


